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Abstract
In the context of a Command, Control, Communication and
Intelligence (C31) system we have built a CBR module for
plan recognition. It is based on knowledge representation
structures called XPlans, inspired in part by Schank’s
Explanation Patterns. The uncertainty inherent to an
uncontrolled flow of input and the presence of lacunary data
make difficult the retrieval of cases. This led us to develop
an algorithm for partial and progressive matching of the
target case onto some of the source cases. This matching
amounts in practice to a credit assignment mechanism,
included in the algorithm associated with each XPlan. This
method has been designed to meet the requirements of a
DRETl project to build a decision support module for a C3I
system--the MATIS project. Its tasks is to interpret and
complete the results of an intelligent "pattern-recognition-
and-data-fusion" module in order to make the intentions
underlying the recognized situation explicit to the decision-
maker. This advice is given as a causal explanation of an
agent’s behavior from low-level information.

Introduction

In the context of a Command, Control Communication and
Intelligence (C3I) system we have built a Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) module for plan recognition. It is based
on knowledge representation structures called XPlans,
inspired in part by Schank’s Explanation Patterns (Schank,
1986; Schank and Kass, 1990), but which have been
designed to recognize an agent’s plans and motivations in
dynamic domains and from low-level data. XPlans are
basically prototypical cases of plans containing both, the
standard behavior of an agent in some given circumstances
(planning knowledge), and knowledge about how 
interpret the behavior of an agent in that same
circumstances (recognition knowledge). Plausible plans
reflecting the standard behavior in the circumstances in
which the observed agent currently finds him/herself are
used to interpret the actual agent’s behavior. They are
progressively confu’mcd or rejected depending on the
compliance of the observed with the standard behavior.

Our plan recognition system is a module to be integrated
in a C31 system. Current C3I systems are intended to help

i DRET is a service of the French Minist~re de la D#fense
Nationale.

command, not to issue commands. In the context of
electronic war, commanders find it more and more difftcult
to simply process the huge amounts of data they are made
aware of. The main role of C3I is thus to perform data
fusion as intelligently as possible. Nevertheless, the same
data may have very different interpretations depending on
the context. Even for "simple" data fusion, determining the
context is equivalent to guessing what the enemy’s
intentions and plans are. This is why a high-level
interpretation layer is necessary even for a C3I that does not
pretend more than helping a commander avoid being
bogged under huge amounts of information.

Our system is "real-world" as it has to deal with real
data--an evolving situation described at a level which is
lower than that of self-contained actions, and which
consists of punctual events. Our data have been partially
collected by Intelligence, and we must adapt to their
knowledge representation for our input/output (our other
information sources are the 3 lower levels of MATIS, see
next section). These data present six undesirable features:

1. Measures are taken in a fixed way. This means that
incoming data may not contain the information
characterizing a situation. For example, in order to
recognize that a car stopped at a traffic light, one usually
assumes that_ the car is recorded while stopped at the light.
This may not be true for our data, which may only report of
a car slowing down before a light, and the measurement of
the car at null speed may be missing.
2. Since measurements performed at some point may take
some time to reach the interpretation center, the temporai
ordering of input data may not be the same as the ordering
that occurred in the field. Consequently, a hypothesis must
never be discarded on the grounds of missing data at a
given time, since confwming data may arrive later.

3. There are different levels of granularity in the data. For
example, some information may be very relevant for a
combat section and not at all for a company, etc.

4. For every level of granularity, the units are performing
tasks at which they normally collaborate. Each agent is
intelligent in its way, but it is not free to threaten in any
way the general plan (on a battle field, "backtracking"
usually implies heavy losses). Freedom is strongly limited,
but never totally absent.

5. Data are lacunary and can be noisy.
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6. Data contain information that represents actions which
take place at specific locations and at specific points in
time.

A seventh requirement of a different nature must also be
met. Since a C3I system is intended to help a commander
who has heavy responsibifities, and who is held personally
responsible of his/her decisions, it is not possible to make
decisions on data fusion in a way which is not directly
understandable to the commander. Answers have to be
presented to the commander in his/her own language. This
explanatory faculty is very high-level, but it is also another
requirement of real-life: a C3I system which does not
explain its actions will at best be reluctantly accepted under
heavy constraints. This seventh requirement is especially
relevant for decision support systems which are to be used
in critical domains.

Strong specifications as the seven above cannot be
exactly met in the present state of the art, that says tittle
about recognition from events, or from noisy and lacunary
input, although these questions are classic in statistical
signal recognition and in the machine learning community
(Kodratoff et al., 1990). The different approaches only
provide partial answers to these problems. Plan recognition
is generally considered in an ideal context, where the input
is supposed to be 100% correct (violating requirement 5)
and consists of actions, that is, chunks of activity
representing well-defined transitions in the si01~tion (thus
violating requirement 1). Such ideally clean contexts can
be described in strong-theory domains, and make it
possible the application of formal techniques such as
abduction (Charniak and McDermott, 1985; Kautz, 1991;
Allen et at, 1991; van Beck and Cohen, 1991) or syntactic
parsing (Vilain, 1990). Lacunarity is addressed by (Pelavin,
1991) who refines on Kautz by incorporating partial
descriptions of the world (corresponding to our lacunary
input) and external events (as in our notion of an evolving
situation). However, he does not consider false data.
Uncertainty has been well addressed by probabilistic and
spreading action approaches, which have in common the
use of a confidence value attached to the plans retained as
hypotheses. (Charniak and Goldman, 1991) propose 
probabilistic model of plan recognition based on a
Bayesian network, where the input is low-level, and the
output as well, whereas high-level output is one of our
requirements. Models of spreading activation (Quast, 1993;
Lange and Wharton, 1993) may be more flexible as they
allow a more versatile specification of the behavior of the
library nodes in the recognition process. Within the frame-
based approach to plan recognition, (Schank and Riesbeck,
1991) have a powerful use of conunonsense knowledge and
of explanation questions, but cannot interpret evolving
situations. In the narrative understanding system GENESIS
(Mooney, 1990a&b) combines case-based recognition and
explanation-based learning for automatic schema
acquisition. However, this approach do not address
problems of lacunarity, uncertainty, and low-level input.
(Laskowski and Hofmann, 1987) have efficient belief and

time-handling mechanisms, but their approach is again
based on actions, not on events.

In order to cope at least partially with all these
requirements, we have developed a form of knowledge
representation called here XPlans. These knowledge
representation structures are essentially cases or prototypes
of plans which are progressively recognized as the indices
of the field are gathered. They give an interpretation of
low-level real data in terms of a plan applied by an agent
and of the causes and motivations that explain this
behavior.

The MATIS Project

Our plan recognition system is to be integrated in MATIS
(Mod~le d’Aide d la ddcision par le Traitement de
l’Information Symbolique--"model of decision-aid by
symbolic information processing"). The MATIS model is
designed to provide support for military decision (Bar~s,
1989) in critical or difficult situations, within the context of
C3I. However, it can obviously be of use in all civilian
contexts in which decision making becomes difficult. It
covers a comprehensive range of tasks, from the processing
of basic raw data (generally numeric) to the handling 
"knowledge objects", i.e., elements which carry some direct
relevance for the decision-maker.

MATIS Architecture
Some hypotheses are used to somehow anticipate the
situation, or to enumerate possible behaviors of the enemy,
by taking into account some knowledge stored in the
memory of the system. This knowledge consists of facts
already known about the situation. Facts are confirmed by
the doctrine (see Figure 1). There is no need for these
hypotheses to be exact at fast, since they are mainly used
to initialize the model, and they will be changed according
to the situation as perceived by the upper layers. These
hypotheses can be seen as a layer previous to MATIS
interpretation layers (Figure 1):
¯ The fast layer consists of a perceptual system made of a
number of sensor families which track various physical
parameters. It performs data fusion on basic data observed
by the sensors---observations. The numeric output from the
sensor families is converted to symbolic format by a fast
interpretation treatment, called perception in Figure 1.
¯ The second layer identifies elements relevant to the
action, e.g., a car, the order of battle, etc. It attributes a
name to each relevant element or entity.
¯ The third layer groups entities into significant collections
of objects---association.

These three layers progressively enrich the information
flowing through the reasoning system of MATIS, mainly
by increasing the semantic content of each knowledge
object.

Our plan recognition system can be seen as a fourth
layer. It handles the semantically richest information of the
third layer. The fourth layer does not bear just on objects,
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but rather on their behavior--using XPlans, it interprets
this behavior in terms of predefined plans and goals.
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Figure 1: MATIS architecture and knowledge processing.
Our plan recognition system can be seen as a fourth layer.
Feedback occurs only through factual knowledge.

Finally, a presentation layer displays the semantically
enriched data in different strata depending on the user’s
needs. These strata correspond to the following levels in
the objects perceived: Shapes, like elements of a vehicle,
objects, like vehicles, collections of objects, e.g., armored
companies, relations among objects and their collections,
elementary moves, e.g., tank # 32 moves forward, or
company # 3 moves Eastwards.

In MATIS there is no feedback from the semantic levels
onto the numeric data, contrary to the present tendency to
require high-level understanding to help correct potential
errors in the numeric data whenever they induce high-level
contradictions. In fact, there is a quite strict sequential
process of relevance enrichment, i.e., while compressing
information, the understandability of knowledge objects is
progressively improved. Similarly, there is no feedback
from a higher semantic level to a lower one, and the
information content must strictly increase from the lower to
the higher levels. The only exception to this rule is the
possibility to add new facts into the factual knowledge
base. Added facts can come either from the user, or from
the plan recognition module. A consequence of this "almost
no-feedback" policy was a stringent requirement on the
robustness of the interpretation modules, that must
inherently be able to handle noisy and irregular data.

Constraints on Plan Recognition

In real conditions of operation C3I systems are unavoidably
faced with massive amounts of low-level data, which are
not altogether reliable, and may lack at crucial moments.
Such a context imposes weak-theory modeling and

incremental evidence assignment. This robust approach is
adopted in our system. In addition to the requirements
imposed by the nature of data, several characteristics
follow from this robust approach:

¯ The input consists of an imposed sequence of events (not
of actions): (a) they are snapshots of the observed activity
(they have no duration), situated at whatever point of the
behavior of a car; on the contrary, an action spans some
amount of time; Co) they ate measured at any time, not
necessarily at the time of a qualitative transition. In fact,
qualitative transitions have to be reconstructed from
events---for example, the system must find that the car is
turning left, based on the position and speed of the car at
various instants.

¯ The system must be able to process massive input, and to
smooth out the incidence of false data.

¯ The output must include a list of plausible plans, the
confidence rate of which must be incrementally confn’med.

¯ The system must be able to interpret low-level data in
terms of high-level concepts so that the advice provided
can be easily understood by the user. This advice must also
be satisfactorily justified.

The Problem Situation
The domain chosen for the initial modeling had to present
the features listed above. In a car driving domain, our
system must face the following type of problems. A car--
the agent--is moving. Its driver is supposed to be a rational
agent with goals or motivations (e.g., saving time, saving
gas, etc.) that will lead higher to drive in a certain way
rather than another in order to satisfy a particular goal in a
specific situation. The observer--the recognition system
with cooperation from the decision maker--cannot see the
car directly. In principle, it knows nothing about the agent.
The recognition situation is a case of keyhole recognition
(Cohen et al., 1981), i.e., the agent is unaware of being
observed, and the observer cannot attribute to the actor any
intention to cooperate in the recognition process. The only
information the observer has available are sets of low-level
data such as speeds, positions, and distances, which arrive
periodically. As additional assumption, the observer
considers this agent "at the knowledge level". That is, it
considers this agent, which is embedded in a task
environment, as composed of bodies of knowledge (about
the world), some of which constitute its goals, and some of
which constitute the knowledge needed to reach these
goals---the agent processes its knowledge to determine the
actions to take. Its behavioral law is the principle of
rationalitym"If an agent has knowledge that one of its
actions will lead to one of its goals, then the agent will
select that action" (Newell, 1982)--but in its more
pragmatic form of the twO-step rationality theory (van de
Velde, 1993). In this form, the practical application of the
principle of rationality is constrained by the boundaries of a
model of the problem-situation (Catiamero, 1994), which
takes into account the specific circumstances in which the
task is to be solved--’task features’. This way, the
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assumption is made that the behavior of the agent is both
rational and practical. Based on this assumption, and from
the available low-level data, the observer fiaust interpret the
car driver’s behavior. In particular, it must explain: (a)
what the driver seems to be doing, e.g., overtake a car; Co)
how s/he does it, e.g., faster than it would be safe; and (c)
why s/he acts this way rather than another--what his/her
goals or motivations are (saving time, etc.).

Plan Recognition Based on XPlans

plan recognition can be defined as the interpretation of a
changing situation. It can be seen as a process of
understanding inverse to that of planning 0Vilensky, 1981,
1983): while planning involves the construction of a plan
whose execution will bring about a desired state (goal), 
plan recognition the observer has to follow the goals and
plans of actors in a situation in order to make inferences.
This process implies making sense out of a set of
observations by relating them to previous knowledge so
that the observer can integrate those observations in an
overall picture of the situation. In other words, plan
recognition here is considered as understanding a problem
situation by relating some observations to previous
knowledge about an agent’s goals and plans. According to
Schank (Schank, 1986) this form of understanding 
closely related to two other cognitive processes:
¯ Explanation. The actions of others can be explained by
understanding how they fit into a broader plan. "Saying
that an action is a step on a coherent plan towards a goal,
explains that action." (p. 70).
¯ Learning. Learning is usually defined as adaptation to a
new situation, but for Schank it also means "finding or
creating a new structure that will render a phenomenon
understandable." (p. 78).

In this line, we use a set of patterns to understand and
explain the behavior of an agent. Our approach is to
interpret a coherent behavior in terms of schemata or
frames, with a double presupposition concerning the
observed agent:
¯ Intentionality. The agent has some purpose. This
excludes inexplicable behavior.
¯ Rationality. The agent has the faculty of pursuing a goal
by setting him/herself some subgoals. This excludes
random behavior.

These assumptions allow us to explain and make
predictions about the future behavior of the agent on the
basis of previous knowledge. Previous knowledge consists
of a library of prototypical plans indicating what a standard
(ideally rational) agent should do in different situations 
obtain certain goals.

Structure and Organization of XPlans
XPlans are inspired in part by Schank’s Explanation
Patterns. However, they present some substantial
differences, since the context we are working in is entirely

different from Schank’s. We have to consider an evolving
situation in which massive, uncertain and lacunar), input
corresponding to events arrives in an uncontrollable flow.
Therefore, we need a more elaborated domain knowledge
in order to give a logic and understandable interpretation to
row data that do not have a meaning by themselves.
Additionally, we consider two points of view: (a) that of 
standard agent, who is supposed to behave in a rational
way, i.e., planning sequences of actions in order to attain
some goaismplanning knowledge; and (b) that of 
observer who tries to understand what a real agent is doing
by comparing the information s/he gets to his/her
knowledge about what a standard agent should do in that
circumstances---recognition knowledge. We need thus two
types of semantically different rules: planning rules and
recognition rules, which are based on the planning ones.
Both types of rules are integrated in complex structures~
schemata---including, among other information, the rule
application context. Recognition knowledge is highly
contextual, since one action can respond to different causes
in various contexts, and hence must be given different
interpretations. For example, excessive speed would be
associated to different interpretations in the context of a
plan for overtaking a car or in the context of a plan for
approaching a red light. Among other information, XPlans
include the following elements:
¯ Parameters: List and description of the variables used,
including confidence value.
¯ Preconditions: The basic facts that must hold for the
plan to be considered. When they hold, the plan is said to
be active and its recognition algorithm is applied.
¯ Planning algorithm (PA): Description of the behavior of
a standard (ideal) driver in the situation described by the
XPlan. It consists of the sequence of phases that the agent
should follow to accomplish the plan. Every phase has
associated two different types of rules: activation rules,
which call another plan (and optionally deactivate the plan)
when preconditions do not hold anymore, and behavior
rules, which result in the modification by the agent of the
value of one or more parameters.
¯ Recognition rules (RR): They control the modification of
the confidence value of the plan, and assign an
interpretation to the observed behavior, according to
behavior rules in the PA.
¯ Postconditions: They describe sufficient conditions--
elements of the world description after completion of the
plan--for deactivating the plan, both in the case the plan
has succeeded and in the case it has failed2.

2 Failure conditions are considered because something
external to the agent may happen that prevents it from
accomplishing the plan (e.g., car2 suddenly stopped and
cart collides into care). This is because in this domain the
situation changes not only as a consequence of the agent’s
behavior, but also independently of it.
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¯ Motivations: They represent the goal pursued by the
agent when adopting a specific strategy rather than another
to accomplish a ta~k.

XPlans are organized in the form of a hierarchy (Figure
2) which constitutes a library of prototypical cases.

"apgoach ~t" ~¢h red Ight"

"a~coach green ~ ~ -’~" ...............

"ad ~--ed oa , u~u. "p~.s rea llgh~ "plum ~’een Bgh~

"~.do~,~.~o~"
.~~~
bellmd moth~rcar"

"slow down bdoce ~h~ ~.~ down bd~ red l~l~ beh~bdm~d anoth~ ~, ~lJ~et ¢~, ~

Figure 2: A subpart of the hierarchy of XPlans relative to
driving.

There are two main types of links in this taxonomy. The
first type of link (dark arrows) expresses the Spec~ii7~tion
of the context (preconditions) in which the XPlan takes
place. The XPlan that this type of link gives rise to
corresponds to a task that the agent must perform. The
other type of link (gray arrows) expresses that the child
XPlan is a consequence of a choice of the driver---a
prototypical strategy chosen to perform a task according to
a certain motivation.

The Recognition Process

The plan recognition process consists basically of the
retrieval of cases (prototypical plans) from the XPlan
hierarchy in order to interpret and explain the behavior of
the agent from the low-level data feeding the system. The
uncertainty inherent to an uncontrolled flow of input and
the presence of lacunary dam make difficult the retrieval of
cases. This led us to develop an algorithm for partial and
progressive matching of the target case onto some of the
source cases stored in the library. This matching amounts
in practice to a credit assignment mechanism, included in a
recognition algorithm associated with each XPlan.

In order to recognize the plan that the agent is applying,
we try to follow his/her steps by producing interpretative
hypotheses, as specific as data allow, and prudently
confu’ming or disqualifying them as new data arrive. The
mechanism we propose is somehow comparable to
spreading activation: plans activate one another down the
hierarchical structure of the plan library, or across the
hierarchy. Several concurrent hypotheses can be plausible
interpretations of the agent’s behavior. This means that
multiple plans can be simultaneously active. Plans can be
activated in two ways: (a) Forward activation of the most
specific set of preconditions. If a plan is active, it checks
the preconditions of its subtree. If the preconditions of a
plan in the subtree hold, it is activated; (b) Activation of 
plan by another through activation rules. They can be

deactivated in four ways: (a) If their postconditions are
satisfied; (b) When calling another, a plan may deactivate
itself if it becomes useless; (c) Below a certain threshold 
the confidence value (0.1), a plan is automatically
deactivated. A low confidence value can be reached
through application of recognition rules with a negative
effect on the confidence--reflecting discrepancy between
the driver’s course of action and the standard behavior--or
when for several events no recognition rule will apply
(attrition mechanism); (d) When a plan has been
successfully completed, its concurrents are deactivated.

The general loop for the processing of an event is as
follows: Initially, only the root node is active. The
postconditions of active plans are examined first; the plans
whose postconditions hold are deactivated, as well as their
concurrents. Then a depth-first search on the preconditions
of children plans is started. If the preconditions of a plan
hold, it is activated and the parent plan is deactivated. At
this point, a recognition algorithm is applied to every
single active plan. If the recognition rules of a plan cannot
be applied, its confidence value is slightly decreased. If the
confidence value of a plan is smaller than a certain
threshold (fixed to 0.1), that plan is automatically
deactivated (its confidence value is forced down to 0).

The recognition algorithm applied on each plan is the
following. For every new event in the input, the activation
rules are checked and triggered if applicable; other plans
are activated as specified in that rules, and the plan itself
can be deactivated. If the plan is still active, for each
applicable behavior rule, the ideal value of the parameter
used as a reference is calculated and compared to the
measured actual value. Then, based on their difference, the
confidence value of the plan is adjusted--it is increased if
the difference is small or nufl, decreased else.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the confidence values of
three plans: at the beginning, the three of them could be
plausible hypotheses to interpret the driver’s behavior, but
only one of them will be successfully completed and hence
confmned.

confidence value

initial values of the
successfully

1 ~pleted

concurrent to

0..~ ~. ~ successful plan
~ow dropped

"~.~_ under a minimum threshold:
abandoned

succession of "events" (input information) time

Figure 3: Evolution of the confidence values of several
plans.
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When all the plans in a certain branch have been
deactivated, the root node is made active again. This
corresponds to the case where a sequence has come to an
end, e.g., a car has driven past the traffic lights, and a new
situation has to be considered.

Providing Advice for Decision Support

Explanations provided to the user play a essential role in
our system (Caflamero et al., 1992), since it is intended to
help a decision maker in critical domains. Our user has
heavy responsibilities and s/he is held personally
responsible of his/her decisions; therefore, explanations
must be provided to him/her in his/her own language.
Indeed, we can define the overall objectives of the system
as: (1) relating the observed behavior described in terms 
low-level data to high-level structures that describe the
tactics or strategy applied by a rational agent in a given
situation; (2) interpreting this behavior in terms of the
agent’s motivations; and (3) providing satisfactory
explanations to user’s questions.

Advice is given as a causal interpretation---
explanationmfrom the observer’s point of view, of low-
level input data in terms of the agent’s plausible plan,
strategy, and motivation in a specific situation. A causal
account of the agent’s behavior seems to be the right level
of interpretation in our case (Delannoy et al., 1992), given
that we must deal with intentional systems (Dennett, 1978;
Seek 1990)--agents that have desires and motivations, and
act accordingly. In addition, we consider these agents "at
the knowledge level". This interpretation--and more
generally, the explanations provided by the system--is the
result of a trade-off among three factors: (1) the constraints
imposed by the robust approach to plan recognition, (2) the
purpose of the recognition task--decision support in
critical domains---and (3) the user’s needs for information.
Three main types of needs--and hence of explanations---
are distinguished:

1. A reliable source of information. The interpretation
provided is aimed at understanding a situation in the world
by relating it to some predefined high-level concept. This
explanation is dynamically constructed during the problem
solving process.

2. A means to test the user’s own hypotheses. They are
considered and, if plausible, added to the list of possible
explanations.

3. Justification of different elements of the interpretation, to
ensure that the system’s reasoning and/or conclusion can be
trusted.

Only explanations of type 1 and 2 take part in the plan
recognition problem-solving process. Explanations of type
3 are considered only upon user’s request. They ate
constructed after plan recognition problem solving has
taken place, and its generation constitutes a complex
problem-solving process itself. They require additional
knowledge that is not present in the recognition system, for
the sake of efficiency. A separate module containing the

knowledge that is not necessary for the recognition process
but useful for explanation is then responsible for providing
them. In this way, the performance of the recognition
system is not affected.

Conclusion

This paper describes a way to perform plan recognition in a
dynamic domain from low-level data. Plausible plans
reflecting the standard behavior of a rational agent in a
given situation arc used to interpret the actual agent’s
behavior. Monitoring the difference between both
behaviors allows to progressively confnan or reject the
different plausible hypothe~s.

We address the problematic of plan recognition by
tackling several real-world characteristics that_ are not well
accommodated by current techniques, such as low-level,
noisy, and lacunary data, a dynamic environment where
changes occur not only as a consequence of the agent’s
behavior. From input consisting of parameter values, which
give a partial description of the current situation, the
system must produce high-level output.

The recognition system we propose is based on a library
of prototypical cases or plans structured as frames. It uses a
mechanism comparable to spreading activation through
which plans activate one another down the hierarchical
structure of the plan library, or across the hierarchy. In
other words, we try to walk on the steps of the agent by
producing interpretative hypotheses, as specific as data
allow, and prudently confirming or disqualifying them.

A CLOS prototype has been developed. Its graphical
interface allows the users to select input, analysis mode
(automatic or stepwise), display a bar chart of current
confidence values of active plans and a historic curve of the
confidence values, and to select several types of
explanations.

In addition to improving explanations, several interesting
problems can be the object of future work. Among others, a
better treatment of temporal relations, and a deeper study of
the correspondence between the planning algorithm
(domain and strategic knowledge) and the recognition
rules. In this sense, a knowledge-level model of the plan
recognition task has been proposed (Caflamero, 1994),
which aims at achieving a better understanding of the
rationale behind this problem-solving behavior, and offers
a guide for the acquisition of plan recognition knowledge.
Acknowledgments. This research is partially funded by
DRET under contract 91-358.
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